Abstract. In this paper we describe and analyze an algorithm for certain box constrained optimization problems that may have several local minima. A paradigm for these problems is one in which the function to be minimized is the sum of a simple function, such as a convex quadratic, and high frequency, low amplitude terms which cause local minima away from the global minimum of the simple function. Our method is gradient based and therefore the performance can be improved by use of quasi-Newton methods.
1. Introduction. In this paper we describe and analyze an algorithm for bound constrained optimization problems that may have several local minima. The type of problem we have in mind is one in which the function to be minimized is the sum of a simple function, such as a convex quadratic, and high frequency, low amplitude terms which cause the local minima. Of particular interest is the case in which the amplitude of the high frequency components decays to zero near the local minima of the simple function. This algorithm, at various stages of its development, has been applied to such problems by a group in the departments of Mathematics and Electrical and Computer Engineering at North Carolina State University to a variety of optimization problems that arise in computer aided design of microwave devices 17], 16] , 19] , 20]. The algorithm is an extension of the projected gradient method 1] and as such is simple to implement and its performance can be improved by application of quasi-Newton methods. The purpose of this theoretical paper is to analyze the convergence properties of the method. The algorithm discussed in this paper was designed for the speci c applications described fully in 17], 16] , 19], and 20]. These papers put the numerical properties of the algorithm in context.
An example of the type of problem we have in mind is plotted in Figure 1 .1, taken from 20], which is a graph of negative of the power added e ciency of a simulated semiconductor device against the real and imaginary parts of the second harmonic of load impedance, which are constrained to lie in the interval 0; 80]. The small amplitude, high frequency perturbation which dies o near the optimal point, (0; 0), is clearly visible.
In this section we begin by discussing in general terms the class of problems we seek to solve, then mention some other possibilities, and give a brief description of our approach. We formally describe the basic form of our algorithm in x 2. In x 3 we relate the output of the algorithm to a class of problems like that represented in We seek to minimize a function f subject to simple bound constraints: where x i denotes the ith component of the vector x 2 R N , but that we can only observef = f + , where is small in magnitude relative to f but has high frequency oscillations that cause local minima. We do not require that be smooth or even continuous. One way to avoid such local minima is to lter the high frequency components from some expansion off, by means of a discrete Fourier transform, for example. In this way one might expect that the ltered form off is a good approximation to f and does not have as many local minima asf does. By applying a conventional minimization algorithm to the ltered form off, one might nd the minimizer of f up to the accuracy allowed by the noise in the observation. By changing the lter as an iteration progresses, to admit higher frequencies near the minimizer, or by restarting the iteration with a lter that admits higher frequencies after convergence, one might hope to even avoid local minima in f itself. Another advantage of re ning the lter as the iteration progresses is to deal with problems, such as the one represented in Figure 1 .1, for which the perturbation is much smaller near the minimizer of f than elsewhere. Such problems were encountered in 17], 16], 19], and 20] in which noise from model errors was reduced near the solution of the optimization problem.
The disadvantage of applying a lter tof is that one must sample the entire variable space in order to use the lter. An example of such an algorithm has been reported recently in 12] . An advantage from the point of view of this paper, but not from that of 12], of such an algorithm is that large amplitude high frequency terms may be eliminated and therefore the iterates may avoid steep valleys. Another approach is stochastic smoothing 13] where f is replace by an average and the averages are changed as the iteration progresses. Almost sure convergence to the global minimum is proved in 13]. We do not prove such a strong result for the algorithm we propose. The advantages our algorithm o ers are simplicity and e ciency of implementation in that there is no preprocessing of the objective function and the analysis is completely deterministic. The price paid for this e ciency and simplicity is that some features of the objective, such as steep valleys, may be missed. This is re ected in the convergence results, which, in broad terms, assert that a local minimum of the unperturbed function will be identi ed up to the accuracy permitted by the perturbation . However, for the types of problems considered in 17], 16], 19], and 20], the decay of near the minimum allowed for high accuracy. We quantify this in Theorem 3.1.
We should also mention the multidirectional search algorithm for unconstrained problems proposed in 18]. This algorithm is based on the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm. The multidirectional search algorithm uses a simplex that is rotated expanded and contracted as the algorithm proceeds. The size of this simplex corresponds to the length of the scales used in the implicit ltering algorithm. At the beginning of the optimization process the initial simplex is taken to be relatively large. This could, in principal, allow the multidirectional search algorithm to avoid local minima caused by the low amplitude high frequency term, although this was not the purpose of its design and is not covered by its analysis. As the algorithm proceeds the size of the simplex will decrease allowing the structure of the merit function to be resolved to a ner level of resolution. Torczon proved convergence of this algorithm to local minima for continuous functions in 18]. The cost of application of the algorithm in 18] is roughly the same as ours if centered di erences are used to approximate gradients. In 9] Dennis and Torczon showed how the multidirectional search algorithm could be e ciently implemented on parallel processor computers.
Rather than sample the variable space as a true ltering algorithm would, we propose use of a nite-di erence gradient based method, for example the projected gradient method 1], with the step size in the di erence chosen as it would be if were oating point roundo . For example, in the case of forward di erences h p k k 1 . Since k k 1 is not known, we apply the nite-di erence gradient based method, decrease h after convergence, and apply the nite-di erence gradient based method again. We could terminate this outer iteration after a predetermined smallest value of h is reached or if we determine that no further progress is being made. We refer to the algorithm as implicit ltering because we use the di erencing to \step over" the noise at varying levels of resolution, hence implicitly ltering the objective. This algorithm is, therefore, deterministic in both its implementation and its analysis.
A signi cant di erence from the alternative approaches listed above is that the performance in the terminal phase of the iteration can be accelerated by a quasiNewton method. This was very important from the point of view of the applications discussed in 17], 16], 19], and 20]. In those papers the SR1 update was found to be very useful and roughly 10% more e cient than the BFGS update. In x 4 we present some simple examples using the secant update for one dimensional problems that illustrate this point.
2. Speci cation of the Algorithm. As a basic algorithm we use the projectedgradient-Armijo algorithm from 1]. The form we use employs nite di erence gradients. We let r h be some nite di erence gradient, using, for example, forward or centered di erences, computed with step h. The algorithm takes as its input the function to be minimized, an initial iterate x, which is overwritten with an approximation to the minimizer, a stepsize h for the nite di erence, a function (h) used for termination, a minimum step size for the line search, and a (small) parameter used to measure su cient decrease. In the speci cation of Algorithm projgrad we will use the notation x( ; h; f) = P(x ? r h f);
where P denotes the projection onto the feasible set P(x) i = 8 < :
In the description of the algorithms that follow and in the discussion in x 5 the Euclidean norm will be denoted by k k and the`1 norm k k 1 with a subscript. for i = 1; . . .m call projgrad(f ; x; h i ; ; ; ) Passing through the decreasing sequence of scales is intended to have the e ect of changing the lter as the iteration progresses to admit higher frequencies inf. However, this is only a heuristic, as we do no actual ltering. Our strategy for selection of the sequence fh i g is also a heuristic. We make some more remarks on that later in this section. Note that h i , like the temperature in an annealing algorithm, the simplex size in multidirectional search, or the time step in the algorithm in 12] in a sense measures the resolution of the optimizer. The important di erence in Algorithm imfilter from these algorithms is that it is gradient based. Therefore it has the simultaneous advantages that it does not require sampling of the variable space, can be analyzed with Taylor series methods, is simple to implement, and can be accelerated by quasi-Newton methods.
At this point we make a few remarks on the goals and properties of Algorithm imfilter. As is the case with other ltering algorithms, such as that given in 12], our algorithm may miss global minima caused by large amplitude \spikes" in . We view this as desirable and do not think of our algorithm as a global optimization method, but rather as a method for dealing with a particular class of noisy functions. In the work reported in 17], 16], 19], and 20], spikes represented error and were best avoided.
A proper criterion for determining if Algorithm imfilter has succeeded is also a question. Even if each call to projgrad terminates successfully with a solution x, there is no guarantee that a second call to imfilter would leave x invariant since could change the output from the early calls to projgrad. Therefore it might be necessary to restart imfilter. We show in x 3 that such restarts are not necessary if decays su ciently rapidly near a global minimum of f. We set as our goal the computation of x such that x is a minimum at every scale. The central theoretical contributions of this paper are to show how a minimum at all scales is related to a global minimumfor functions of the type plotted in Figure 1 .1, where the perturbation decays near a minimumof f, and to give conditions on f, , , and under which Algorithm allscale terminates in nitely many steps and returns a minimum at all scales. We do these things in x 3, x 4, and x 5. , that a minimum at all scales, and not a global minimum or a minimum of an explicitly ltered function, should be the goal of the iteration is central to the algorithm and re ects the motivating problems where the amplitude of decays near the minimum. We begin with a theorem that illustrates the relationship between a minimum at all scales and a global minimum. We follow that with two examples to illustrate the ideas. A feature of these theorems and their proofs is the variety of subtle relations between the size of the perturbation and the curvature of f and the parameters fh i g, , in the speci cation of the algorithm. These relationships are further explored in x 4 and x 5.
In the following theorem, as in 17], 16], 19], and 20], we use (h) = h, for some > 0 and h k = k h 0 for some 2 (0; 1). We will assume that r h is computed in is a way that is at least rst order accurate. We must make precise our assumptions on f and the way that decays near the global minimum of f. We now assume that M is small enough so that max( ?1 ; 2) c 0 ?
which is usually stronger (3.4).
We use (3.6) to induct on k and show that either e e ? , or e max( ; 1)h k . Assume that e h k?1 ?1 h k , which we have veri ed above for k = 1. The goal of the induction step is to show that either e e ? , e h k , or e h k . Assume that e > e ? and e > h k , then we may apply (3.5) and (3. Hence, either e e ? , e h k , or e h k and the induction is complete. This completes the proof of the forward part of the result with K = max( ; 1).
To prove the converse, we note that if h e ? e then kx ? x( ; h;f)k Le ? + c 1 h + e ? + h h if 0 = L + c 1 + + . It is important in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that h 0 be large enough to begin the induction. Heuristically, an initial scale that is too small could lead to entrapment in a local minimum and that possibility is eliminated by (3.2). The same failure could be caused by selection of a value of that is too small. The perturbation itself must be small, which is the role of assumption (3.7). Left unresolved is the issue of whether the outer iteration or the line search in projgrad will terminate. A deeper examination of the relation of the termination criteria, i. e. , and the line search, i.
e. the parameter , to the size of will be done in x 4 and x 5.
The parameter 0 is so large that many scales will be rejected, that is Algorithm projgrad will terminate on entry, before the iteration begins to make progress. The search for a good heuristic for the choice of is an open problem.
Note that the accuracy of the nite di erence plays no direct role in the ultimate accuracy of the iteration because of the presence of the max(e; h) term in (3.3). To see how this term arises, assume that there is C such that (x) Ck k 1 kx ? x k 2 : which holds for any 1=20. As D = 4, setting = 1=20 and h 0 = 2 will satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 3.1. A plot off with = 1=20 is in gure 3.1.
In the applications it was rare that e ? = 0. Typically the noise inf decayed near the minimum, but not to zero. In this case the minimum could only be resolved to a 4. Convergence Results. In this section we apply a technical result proved in x 5 to give conditions under which Algorithm imfilter will converge to a minimum at all scales for objectives that satisfy Assumption 3.1. We then give some simple examples to illustrate the behavior of the algorithm and show how quasi-Newton methods can improve the performance of the algorithm.
In x 5 we prove the following result. and we may apply Algorithm projgrad(f; x; h; ; ; ) with h = h 0 . We may continue this, replacing h by h as the iteration progresses. Eventually the iteration will terminate at a minimum at all scales since the reduction in h implies a reduction in the bound for e, and any x such that e e ? is a minimum at all scales.
Note that the restart feature of Algorithm allscale was not used in Theorem 4. While Corollary 4.3 does not guarantee that Kh m e ? K h m , we have used it with success in the applications to determine when to terminate the iteration when no a priori knowledge of the size of was available.
We applied algorithm imfilter to the function f(x) = 2x 2 + x 2 cos(80x)=6 on the interval ?2; 2]. We used x 0 = ?1:75, h 0 = 2, and h i = 2 ?i h 0 for i = 1; . . .12. We used = 2. In Table 4 .1 we tabulate h, the iteration counter i p for Algorithm projgrad for that h, the number of stepsize reductions i A at that iteration, x, (x) = jx?P(x?r hf (x))j, andf(x). The last entry for each value of h corresponds to the terminal iterate for Algorithm projgrad. After evaluation of f at the initial iterate, the cost in function evaluations is like that for the projected gradient method.
For each value of h and i p one function evaluation is performed to compute r hf , f(x) being provided by the termination at the previous value of h or i p i A counts the number of additional function evaluations for each value of i p required to obtain su cient decrease in the Armijo rule. For Table 4 .1 a total of 39 function evaluations are performed. An interesting feature of the table is how the iterates can remain unchanged as the scale is reduced. It is normal behavior of algorithm imfilter to pass through more than one scale with the termination criterion satis ed on entry before nally taking a step and changing the iterate. The iteration terminated at a minimum at all scales and hence a full application of Algorithm allscale would terminate as well. We also applied Algorithm imfilter tô f(x) = 2x 2 + :75x 2 cos(80x)=6 + :25 cos(100x)=6:
On the interval ?2; 2], x 0 = ?1:75, h 0 = 2, and h i = 2 ?i h 0 for i = 1; . . .12, and = 2. Here e ? :25=6. Since e ? 6 = 0 we might expect Algorithm projgrad, and hence Algorithm imfilter, to fail when e < e ? . This happens as we can see from the large number of stepsize reductions in the latter phases of the iteration reported in Table 4 .2. The version of Algorithm imfilter used in the applications would have terminated the iteration at when h = :5 and i p = 2 (since = 2 ?10 ), nding a minimum at all scales for the scales fh i g 6 i=0 .
The example in Table 4 .2 illustrates the heuristic we use to estimate e ? , i. e. the point where further reductions in h give no advantage. When the Armijo rule in Algorithm projgrad fails, we conclude that the nature of the problem has changed and that a minimum scale has been found. While this heuristic is certainly far from a theorem, and examples can easily be constructed for which it fails, we found it to be very useful in the applications reported To illustrate the bene ts of incorporation of a quasi-Newton update into Algorithm projgrad apply a secant update to the examples tabulated in Table 4.1 and  Table 4 .2. 28 function evaluations were required for this computation, an improvement over the 29 for the results in Table 4 .1.
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We will require several lemmas. The next lemma, which we give without proof, is a direct consequence of the projection theorem, 4]. Next we will prove a lemma that speci es an interval for the step size for which the criteria for su cient decrease given in the description of Algorithm projgrad is always satis ed. Boundedness of and continuity of f then imply that Algorithm projgrad must terminate successfully.
